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Summary
and
Conclusions

Concept

Questions

Part II \raluation and Capital Budgering

l. In this chapter, rve cor,ered different imestment decision rules. $Ie eraluated tlre most popular
alernarives to the Np\,-: the payback period the discounteC pal.,back periocl the accounting rate ot
return, the internai rate ofreturn. and the profitability index. In doing so rve learned more about

the NP!:

l. While rve iound that the alternativcs ha'"'e scme redeemin,u qualities. rvhen all is said and done.

they are not the NP\r rulel for those ofus in flnance. that makes them dccidedly secoud-rate.

l. OfrhecompetitorstoNPV, lRRmuslberankedabovebothpa-vhackandaccountingrateofreturn.
in fact, IRR alrvays rcaches the same decision as NPV in the normal case r.r'here the initial oittflorl's

ofan independerlt investrnent project are follon'ed only by a series ofiuflorvs.

[. \Ye classified the farvs of IRR inro two a]'pe.s. FirsJ. ir'e ct'msidered tl.re ger.reral case applving to

both indcpendent and murually erclusir.e prcljects. There appeared to bc tuo problerns here:

a. Some projects have cash inflorvs ftillorved by one or nlore olltflows. The IRR rule is invcrted
here: One should accept vthcn the iRR is leiou the discount rate.

b, Some projects have a number of changes of sign in their cash florvs. Here. there arr- likel1- tr'

be multiple internal rates of return. The practitioner rnusi use eithcr NPV or modified internai
rate ofreturn here.

i. Nexr, ne considered the specific problems vn'ith the NPV for mr.rtualll exclusirr- proiect-s. \\r
showed that, due to dil1-brences in either size or timing. the project u'ith the highest IRR need trt,i

have the highest NPV. Hence. the iRR rule should nol be applied. (Of course. NPV can still b."

applied.)
Horvever. \\:e then calculated incremental cash florvs. For ease of calculation, \ye suggest!-C

subtracting the cash florvs ofthe snraller project fiorn the cash flou.'s ofthe larger project. In tnal

rva.v- the incremental initial cash flou is negative. One can aluavs reach a correct decision h1,

accepting the larger project if the incremental IRR is greater tiran the discounf ftfe.

6. We described capital rationing as the case rvhere tirnds are limitecl to a fireci doliar amount. Vv'ith

capital rationing the profitability index is a useful rrethod ofadjusting the NP\1

Pal,back Period and Net Present\hlue If a project rvith conreniiotial casli floi.vs has a pa1 '

back period less than the project's lifle. can you definitirely state the algebraic si*sn of the NP\' '

Why or why not? If you know that the discounted payback period is less than the project'.s lit*
what can you say about the NPV? Explarn.

Net Present \hlue Suppose a project has conventiotral cash flows and a positive NPi
\llrat do you i-nors abour irs pal.bacl? Ifs djsccrrmted pa-'-back'l Its profitabilit,v" index? Its IRR'

Explain.

Comparing Investment Criteria Define each of the tbllowin-q investment rules and discuss

an) potential shortcornings ofeach. In your du'finition. state the criterion for accepting or re-

jecting independent proiects under each rule.

a. Payback period
tr. Average accounting return.
c. Internal rate of refulx.
d. Profitability index.

e. Net present value.

tr 4.'\ Palback and lnternal Rate of Return A prqect has perpetual cash florvs of C per period
'J a cost of L and a required rel-rrn of fi. What is the relationship betrveen the project! pa-v-back

and its IRR? What implications does your answer have tbr long-lived projects with relatilell'

sonstart cash flows'l

t 
1.'

I\a))

3.
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Task 3b Report Analysis of Economic Costs and Benefits of Solar Program 

5

3 Key Assumptions 
Key assumptions specific to the SREC-II policy used throughout this report are summarized in this section. 

Economic Life of Solar PV Installations. A 25-year economic life is assumed for solar installations.

Time Horizon. The time horizon of the analyses in this report is 2014-2045. This period covers 2014 (the first
year of the expanded solar program) though 2021, the expected year of the last SREC-II installation. Systems
installed in the last year of policy incentives are assumed to produce through 2045.

Nominal Dollars and Discounting. All annual values shown in this chapter are shown in nominal dollars. Net
present value (NPV) calculations use these values with a nominal discount rate of 5.0%.7 Selection of a relevant
discount rate is important, since higher interest rates will, all things equal, reduce the benefit-cost calculations
shown here because toward the beginning of the study period solar cost programs are more heavily weighted
than benefits.

Scale of the SREC-II Policy. Subsequent to the commissioning of this study and through the adoption of
emergency regulations, DOER has committed to set a value higher than the SREC-I policy’s original target of 400
MW; however, the final total MW of SREC-I will not be finalized until mid-2014. Once finalized, the size of the
SREC-II policy will be the difference between the 1600 MW target and the final SREC-I quantity. This analysis
assumes that the SREC-II policy will add 1200 MW to the initial 400 MW target to reach a total goal of 1600 MW.

Federal Investment Tax Credits (ITC) were not assumed to be extended beyond their current statutory
timeframe.

Incremental Policy Analysis. This study considers only the incremental benefits and costs beyond current policy
already in place. The analysis does not include benefits and costs of existing renewable portfolio standards, state
tax credits, and net metering policy.

Alternative Compliance Payment and Auction Floor. Table 2 shows the floor prices and alternative compliance
payment (ACP) used to calculate the low and high cost levels discussed throughout this report.

7 Use of a 5% nominal rate and assumption of 2.5% inflation yields a real discount rate of approximately 2.4%, which is higher 
compared to the discount rate used, for example, in the most recent (2013) release of the Avoided Energy Supply Cost (AESC) 
study used in the cost-effectiveness analyses performed by Massachusetts energy efficiency program administrators. The 2013 
AESC study uses a real discount rate of 1.36, which is based on 30-year U.S. Treasury yields as of February 2013, and thus is 
indicative of an extremely low-rate environment. We elected to use a slightly higher rate consistent with the 2011 AESC study to 
account for some potential increase in interest rates going forward. 
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Northeast Market Model Results and Documentation PUBLIC VERSION

PSNH Generation Asset and PPA Valuation Report

3. VALUATION METHODOLOGY

La Capra Associates’ determination of the value of the generation assets is based primarily on a
discounted cash flow (“DCF”) analysis of anticipated future costs and revenues. This analysis is
supported with an analysis of comparable sales. The determination of value of the PPAs is based on a
mark-to-market analysis of anticipated future costs and revenues.

The DCF methodology is a common methodology employed for power generation asset valuations,
being the predominant method used by asset buyers, asset valuation and appraisal organizations, and
regulatory applications.

The DCF methodology requires assessments of the future market conditions, future operations of the
generator, and future costs to operate and maintain the assets over their remaining useful life. Power
generation assets are typically long-lived assets; valuation therefore requires that judgments be made
pertaining to significant uncertainties and risks inherent in long-term forecasts of uncertain parameters.
Nevertheless, asset buyers participating in a competitive market for assets will make such assessments
of risk in arriving at an offer price for acquiring the asset.

Our DCF analysis presented herein makes those same assessments of uncertain parameters and seeks to
make judgments of value consistent with those that would be expected in a competitive auction of the
assets. We developed a Reference Scenario with forecasts of key parameters that are intended to
represent an outlook that a typical third party buyer would use as “SO/SO forecasts”.11 We accounted
for uncertainty by developing additional scenarios and sensitivities to test alternative outlooks for key
parameters such as natural gas prices and operating expenses.

The Comparable Sales method is an alternative valuation methodology that can, at times, provide useful
benchmarks for valuing power generation assets. However, power generation assets are generally
unique assets, limiting the availability of true comparable asset transactions.12 There are typically few if
any contemporaneous comparable asset transactions, which is the case in this instance. We use
transactions most nearly comparable in time and type as a reasonableness check on our DCF results and
consider that information in forming an opinion on reasonable value.

11 A “50150 forecast” is one that the forecaster believes has equal probability to overeshmate actual values or underestimate
them.

12 Determinations regarding the comparability of asset transactions must consider factors of asset characteristics, market
characteristics, and time of the transachon. The attributes of the facility or facilihes such as heat rate, age, river flow (for
hydro) and fuel type are important considerations. The markets into which their output and services are sold are material
due to significant vaiiahons by locahon. The time of the transactions has bearing on changes in market fundamentals that
determine expected revenues. Some transactions also include addihonal assets such as administrative buildings, land and
pondage that can significanhy impact value.

La Capra Associates IR 13-020 Page 19
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La Capra Associates IR 13-020 Page 20

The information on the costs, performance and condition of the Facility is based on information

disclosed by PSNH in this proceeding. The statements of value contained in this report assume that

there are no undisclosed liabilities associated with the facilities or facilities operations other than as

expressly discussed herein. Any such additional liabilities, such as undisclosed issues with the condition

of facilities and equipment could negatively impact the value of the Facility and are not considered in

our valuation analysis.

The economic valuation of the PPAs relies on the same assessment of future market conditions relied

upon for the generation asset valuations. Based on an analysis of the conditions in the contract, we

compared the projected costs of power delivered under the contract relative to the cost of obtaining the

same amount of power in the spot markets.

3.1 Discounted Cash Flow Analysis 

Our DCF analysis uses a financial pro forma analysis for a hypothetical third party buyer (“Third Party

Buyer”) of the Facilities as of December 31, 2014. For this analysis, we assume 15 years of future

operations for the thermal generation units and 33 to 40 years of future operations for the hydroelectric

generation units under the remaining years of current FERC licenses and, in some cases, continued

operations under a new 30 year license. Our method also assumes the Third Party Buyer will employ

15 year or 20 year, non recourse financing typical of power asset transactions. This formulation

includes the following inputs:

1. Revenues for Facility power output derived from La Capra Associates’ Northeast Market model
based on sales of Facility output into the New England wholesale market;

2. Revenues for Facility capacity output derived from La Capra Associates’ forecast of New England
Forward Capacity Market prices;

3. Additional revenues from the sale of RECs derived from La Capra Associates’ forecast of relevant
RPS market prices;

4. Power production levels based on the dispatch modeling for thermal units and historical
operations for hydroelectric units;

5. Operating and maintenance expenses for the continued operation of the Facility, based on
review of historical operations data and budget information disclosed by PSNH, as well as
sensitivities based on analysis of expenses at comparable units;

6. Requirements for capital improvements, including consideration of the environmental
assessment conducted by ESS; and

7. Costs of debt and equity and financing requirements based on current market conditions.

Our discounted cash flow analysis relies on a financial model which solves for an initial value or

acquisition price that provides the cash flow to equity sufficient to meet the target internal rate of

return over the life of the asset. This internal rate of return is different from the return on equity

established for regulated utilities. A return on equity is typically measured over a one year period. An

7
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internal rate of return is measured over the asset’s life and is calculated differently. An internal rate of

return analysis is what investors typically examine when evaluating an asset acquisition.

3.2 Comparable Sales

Our Comparable Sales analysis uses our survey of generation asset transactions over the past few years.

Information from the market on values placed on similar assets can provide direct evidence of market

value or reasonable indicators to supplement the DCF assessment of value. Each asset and transaction is

unique, however, and the utility of comparable sales to assign fair market value to power assets is

limited. Many transactions are for bundles of multiple generation and non generation assets, and

assumptions must be made about the division of value among individual components.

For hydroelectric units, we use an index to compare these transactions by dividing the sale price by the

average annual energy production, as the Facility and comparable hydroelectric assets derive most of

their value from energy markets. The comparable transactions are limited in number, particularly for

assets of this size within the past few years in the New England Market.

Market prices and expectations of market prices have dropped significantly since 2008. Since energy

revenue is the primary driver of asset value for hydroelectric power, the rapid erosion in market prices

has made transaction prices for assets sold only three or four years ago no longer reflective of current

market conditions.

3.3 Mark-to-Market Analysis 

PPAs are valued in a mark to market analysis using many of the same forecast and assumptions used in

the DCF analysis of the owned generation assets. For these agreements, we will compare the forecast of

revenues from the sale of asset attributes to the annual payments under the contracts to determine if

these PPAs are above market or below market. PPAs that are below market may be sold for positive

prices. PPAs that are above market may require PSNH to pay the counterparty to “buy out” of the

contract purchase obligations.

8
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Table 21: Brookfield-comparable DCF Results 

Reference 
Reference with 92% 

debt; No RECs 
$/kWh-year

Ayers Island 0.32 0.45 
Canaan 0.34 0.47 
Gorham 0.29 0.40 
Eastman Falls 0.20 0.30 
Smith 0.41 0.51 
Merrimack River Project 0.29 0.40 
Jackman 0.20 0.30 
PSNH Hydro Total 0.32 0.44 

Brookfield/NextEra Transaction n/a $0.43 

This analysis is further evidence that the Brookfield/NextEra sale should be used only as an upper bound

on the value of PSNH assets, if at all.

11.2.5 Discussion and Conclusions 

This evaluation of comparable hydroelectric sales provides a useful indicator of the market value of the

assets, but it is important to note the limitations of this analysis. Any market transaction contains

individual factors related to the parties, the asset, and the timing which impact the final sale price and

conditions. These factors could include buyer/seller motivations, condition of the asset, additional

components of the transaction (transmission, buildings, land, water rights, etc.), control of reservoirs,

presence of PPAs, and REC eligibility, among many others.

In addition to these site specific factors, a major driver of sale value is the outlook of energy markets at

the time of the sale. The comparable sales identified in our analysis transacted between 2006 and 2013.

During that time, energy markets in New England experience significant volatility. Since hydro assets

derive the majority of their value from energy sales, the energy price forecasts contemporaneous with

the transactions are key variables.

It is not possible to adjust for all the sale and asset specific factors to arrive at a completely comparable

sale value. Rather than attempt to adjust for all these factors, we have used the comparable sales

analysis as an indicative range of what valuation the market could assign to the hydro assets.

Based on the foregoing analysis, we estimate that a reasonable indicative range of market values for the

hydro assets is between $0.35 and $0.45/kWh yr. This range corresponds to a value of between $124

and $159 million for PSNH’s assets. However, a closer examination of the comparable sales indicates

9
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Needs For and Alternatives To 
MH/LCA-016a  

SUBJECT: Planning Criteria 1 

 2 

REFERENCE: Technical Appendix 3A; Page 3A-27 3 

 4 

PREAMBLE: Statement “…work in concert with a relaxed MH policy constraint on 5 

imports, allowing up to 20% of the dependable energy to come from net imports”  6 

7 

QUESTION: 8 

Please provide any analysis used to develop the proposed 20% limitation on dependable energy 9 

from net imports? 10 

11 

RESPONSE: 12 

LCA conducted a review of all MH documentation of its current 10% limitation and determined 13 

that MH did not have an analysis supporting that criterion (See LCA Technical Appendix 1, page 14 

1-10 and, more generally, discussion in Section II of that report).  LCA choose 20% as a 15 

sensitivity test of the MH 10% limit planning assumption.  The implementation of the 20% 16 

criteria in the analysis was further specified by MH, as documented in the text of the email 17 

below from Terry Miles:  18 

From: Miles, Terry <tmmiles@hydro.mb.ca> 19 

Sent: Tuesday, November 19, 2013 4:37 PM 20 

To: Dan Peaco; John Athas; Mary Neal 21 

Cc: Wojczynski, Ed; Flynn, Joanne; Sever, Natalie; Johnson, Brad 22 

Subject: RE: Hypothetical Load reduction/Import line plan 23 

Dan 24 

 We have prepared the following assumptions for discussion during tomorrow’s 25 

call. 26 

February 2014 Page 1 of 3 
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Needs For and Alternatives To 
MH/LCA-016a  

 Terry 1 

2 

 Assumptions: 3 

This hypothetical plan and related analysis addresses LCA-001 and LCA-002. 4 

Manitoba Hydro will provide caveats and context associated with such a 5 

hypothetical plan.  6 

Manitoba Hydro recognizes that making the assumption to build a large import 7 

line would require the relaxing of the 10% of Manitoba load import limit in its 8 

planning criteria. Manitoba Hydro’s planning criteria which limits imports to 10% 9 

of Manitoba load was established in the context of the mid-west regulatory 10 

regime and market and utilities with which we contract.  11 

12 

2013 NFAT planning assumptions 13 

14 

Level 1 DSM represents load reduction 15 

Representative of LCA 1 Attachment a, b  & c load reductions 16 

17 

750 MW interconnection 18 

Manitoba Hydro builds and funds the Manitoba portion of the line. A third party 19 

builds and Manitoba Hydro funds the US portion of the line.  20 

Use same characteristics and capital and operating costs for 750 MW line as used 21 

in the NFAT submission 22 

Additional costs associated with the US portion of the 750MW line: financing 23 

costs and rate of return of 15% to yield a 10% after tax return 24 

25 

February 2014 Page 2 of 3 
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Needs For and Alternatives To 
MH/LCA-016a  

Relaxing of the 10% of Manitoba load import limit 1 

Permit use of import energy up to 20% of Manitoba load 2 

Require firm import contracts for energy in excess of 10% of Manitoba load by 3 

adding the cost of capacity 4 

5 

Extension of 550 MW diversity exchange agreements to the end of the 35 year 6 

detailed study period 7 

No increase in diversity reflecting no increase in winter-summer differential 8 

9 

Natural gas-fired generating resources would be added as required using 10 

Manitoba Hydro’s optimization process post the 2035 timeframe.  11 

February 2014 Page 3 of 3 
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Updated DSM Evaluation
Development Plans

1. All Gas
5. K19/Gas/750MW (WPS Sale)
14. Preferred Development Plan

128

DSM Levels 2027/28 Energy levels

2013 DSM 773 GWh (1x DSM)

Level 1 1,704 GWh (2x DSM)

Level 2 2,961 GWh (4x DSM)

Level 2 DSM 
with Pipeline Load
Net Reduction in Load

2,961 GWh
-1,478 GWh
1,483 GWh (2x DSM)

Level 3 DSM 3,546 GWh (5x DSM)

Level  3 DSM 
With Pipeline Load
Net Reduction in Load

3,546 GWh
-1,478 GWh
2,068 GWh (2.7x DSM)

16



iv 

Table 2 - Change in Energy and Peak  

2013 2012 2013 2012
Fiscal Forecast Forecast Change Forecast Forecast Change
Year (GW.h) (GW.h) (GW.h) (MW) (MW) (MW)

2012/13 Act 24759 4559
Weather Adj. -356 -127
2012/13 Wadj 24404 24961 (557) 4432 4491 (59)

2013/14 25239 25734 (495) 4601 4609 (8)
2014/15 25676 26071 (395) 4680 4677 3
2015/16 26013 26393 (380) 4742 4738 4
2016/17 26322 26677 (355) 4801 4794 7
2017/18 26606 27128 (522) 4857 4874 (17)
2018/19 27003 27616 (614) 4930 4959 (29)
2019/20 27398 27919 (521) 5002 5024 (22)
2020/21 27789 28400 (611) 5074 5109 (35)
2021/22 28197 28859 (661) 5147 5192 (45)
2022/23 28605 29322 (717) 5222 5276 (54)

10 Year 420 436 79 79
Avg Gr. 1.6% 1.6% 1.7% 1.6%

2023/24 29013 29779 (766) 5296 5360 (64)
2024/25 29418 30239 (821) 5369 5445 (76)
2025/26 29822 30691 (869) 5443 5528 (85)
2026/27 30225 31138 (913) 5516 5611 (95)
2027/28 30625 31594 (968) 5588 5695 (107)
2028/29 31041 32053 (1012) 5664 5779 (115)
2029/30 31453 32511 (1058) 5739 5863 (124)
2030/31 31863 32967 (1104) 5813 5947 (134)
2031/32 32265 33425 (1159) 5886 6032 (146)

19 Year 414 445 -32 77 81 -5
Avg Gr. 1.5% 1.5% -0.1% 1.5% 1.6% -0.1%

GROSS FIRM ENERGY AND GROSS TOTAL PEAK
Change from Previous Forecast

Gross Firm Energy Gross Total Peak
2013/14 - 2032/33

17
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DSM Analysis – 3 Additional Levels
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VI. Analysis of Data from Individual Water Years

MH’s SPLASH modeling analysis uses sequences of historical water years to reflect the
variability of water conditions in its analysis. MI-I simulates the future system
operations with 99 different water year sequences and then averages those results to
produce the plan results.

MH provided detailed data from the 99 SPLASH runs for each of the 15 development
plans included in the NFAT as well as two additional development plans requested by
LCA: the All CCGT Plan and the LCA No New Generation Plan. The All CCGT Plan is
a variant of MH’s All Gas Plan, which includes all CCGTs instead of a mix of single
cycle gas turbines (SCGTs) and CCGTs. The All CCGT Plan was designed to test the
impact of more efficient gas generation on the performance of the plan. The LCA
No New Generation Plan allows for additional imports from the US, increased levels of
Demand Side Management measures, and additional fuel switching for conversion of
electric space heat to natural gas.

LCA analyzed the detailed SPLASH data to get a better understanding of how water
conditions would affect the performance of different development plans. We focused
our analysis on four plans: All Gas, Preferred, All CCGT and LCA No New Generation.

The first step in our analysis was to compare the relative NPVs of the net revenue from
the detailed SPLASH data for different cases. The net revenue includes all the costs and
revenues which vary by flow condition. It is defined as the revenue from opportunity
exports minus the thermal variable costs, the water rental costs and import costs. It
does not include any fixed costs, especially capital costs, so is not directly comparable to
results shown in Technical Appendices 9A and 98.

The detailed SPLASH data included runs which show the annual net revenue for
99 water year sequences per development plan. For each development plan, we
caiculated the NPV of the net revenue over the first 34 years of the study period for
each of the 99 water year sequences. It was not possible to calculate the NPV beyond
the first 34 years of the water year sequences because the detailed SPLASH data is not
calculated for more than 34 years. Technical Appendix 9A discusses the SPLASH data

La Capra Associates, Inc.
One Washington Mall, 9th Floor
Boston, Massachusetts 02108

lacapra.com
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and the extrapolation beyond the 34 years modeled in SPLASH for the 78-year
economic analysis.

We have compared the NEW of the net revenues for each water year sequence for each
of the four development plans. The difference between the NPV of net revenues for the
99 water year sequences arc shown below for select development plans in Figure 5-4.

• Each data point on the graph is the difference in NPV over 34 years between two
plans for one particular water sequence;

• Each set of data points is the range of differences in NPV over the 99 water
sequences, sorted by the historical year that defines the first year of that
sequence; and

• The comparison of the All Gas to the All CCGT case shows the smallest variance
by water condition, indicating that the water variations affect those two plans
similarly (a straight horizontal line would show that the plans perform
identically across all water sequences).

Figure 5-6 shows the same data as Figure 5-4, but the data is organized by rank of NPV
difference rather than the first year of the water flow sequence.

The two graphs show that there is variation in the difference between development
plans of the NPV of net revenues over water year sequences. It shows that while the
NPV of net revenues for the Preferred Development Plan is always greater than the
NPV of net revenues for the All Gas, All CCGT or LCA No New Generation Plans, the
amount by which the Preferred Development Plan net revenue is greater varies by
water year sequence and therefore flow conditions. It also shows a similar variation
between the All CCGT and All Gas Plans. With this data, the specific water sequence
that causes a plan to perform the best/worst can be identffied for further investigation
of drought vulnerability and performance.

Our next step was to delve deeper into the NPV difference variations by water year.
This is discussed more in the following sections.

La Capra Associates, Inc.
One Washington MaIl, 9’” Floor
Boston, Massachusetts 02108

Iacapra,com
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Figure 5-4: 34-year Net Revenue NPV Difference across the 99 SPLASH Sequences

Range in Difference Median

Preferred-LCA No $517 $1668 $1151 $1488
New Generation
Preferred-All $538 $2630 $2092 $2398
CCGT
All Gas-All CCGT $276 $(169) $(444) $(318)
Preferred-All Gas $454 $2,866 $2413 $2,685
Figure 5-5: Summary of 34-year Net Revenue NPV Differential across the 99 SPLASH

Sequences

La Capra Associates, Inc
One Washington Mall, 9~ loot
Boston, Massachusetts 02108

lacapracom
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Figure 5-6: Plan Difference NPV Difference from Mean across the 99 SPLASH

Sequences by Rank

The years that produce the largest difference between the development plans, shown in
the figures and table above, are not necessarily the water year sequences where the
individual plans perform the best. This analysis has been done for only the reference
case fuel and capital cost scenarios, using different assumptions could change the
results. Also note that the NPV differences shown in the figures and table above, reflect
a difference in net revenue, but are not a measure of the years that could create the most
financial stress. Technical Appendix lOB discusses the financial stress from drought.

The data in the figures and table above shows a smaller impact from drought than the
scenarios that MH included in Chapters 10 and 11. That analysis looked at the impact
of inserting a five-year drought in the economic or financial analysis for one
development plan, where the analysis described above is looking at the comparative
impact between two development plans.
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A. Preferred Development Plan Compared to the All Gas Plan

LCA compared the SPLASH results for the PDP to the SPLASH results for the All Gas
Plan for two water flow sequences: the water flow sequence starting at 2007 (i.e., the
first fiscal year modeled in SPLASH aligns with flow year 2007) and the water flow
sequence starting at 1942. These are the flow sequences in which the difference between
net revenue NPV for the PDP and the All Gas Plan is the largest and the smallest. The
maximum difference is $2866 billion for the flow sequence beginning in 1942 and the
minimum difference is $2413 billion.14 This means the swing between the difference
between the PDP and the All Gas Plan is $2,685 plus $181 or minus $272 Million on an
NPV basis over the first 34 years of the study period.

Lining up the water flow sequence starting at 200? with the first 34 years of the analysis
yielded the lowest difference in net revenue NPV between the PDP and the All Gas
Plan. Because the net revenue for the PDP is higher than the All Gas Plan, the water
flow sequences in which the difference between the two plans is lowest is the best for
the All Gas Plan. This would be the instance in which the All Gas net revenue is closest
to the Preferred Plan net revenue. This is shown in Figure 5-7 below.

Figure 5-7 shows that the water flow sequence starting in 2007 is a sequence of below
average flow years. Given that the PDP contains Keeyask and Conawapa and the All
Gas Plan does not, the All Gas Plan performs relatively better during dry periods than
the more hydropower-focused PDP. Note that the driest period actually falls at the end
of the sequence.

‘1 The NPV difference reported here is the difference in Net Revenues, Net Revenues is defined as

opportunity export revenue minus thermal variable costs, water rental fees and import costs. The
difference in Net Revenues between the Preferred Development Plan and the All Gas Plan are greater
than the difference in the NPV of the total plan expenses because of the structural difference in the

plans. The POP has greater fixed expenses, but also greater Net Revenues than the All Gas

Development Plan as it includes additional export energy from the addition of Keeyask and
Conawapa.
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Figure 5-7: Minimum Net Revenue NPV Difference Preferred - All Gas

NPV Difference = $2.413 Billion, Start at Water Year 2007

Figure 5-8 shows the water years sequence with the maximum difference between the
PDP and the All Gas Development Plan. This is the water flow sequence in which the
POP performs the best relative to the All Gas Development Plan. The graph shows that
the water flow sequence starting in 1942 is a wetter than average sequence. The PDP
performs better than the All Gas Development Plan over a wet sequence because the
POP has more hydropower than the All Gas Development Plan.
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Figure 5-8: Maximum 34-year Net Revenue NPV Difference Preferred - All Gas

NPV Difference = $2.866 Billion, Start at Water Year 1942

Figure 5-9 does a direct comparison of the maximum and minimum NPV differences of
the two water sequences shown in Figure 5-7 and Figure 5-8. The majority of the
difference comes at the end of the SPLASH study period after Conawapa is added to
the PDP.
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Figure 5-9: Annual Net Revenue Difference for Maximum and Minimum Net
Revenue Difference: Preferred Development Plan minus All Gas Development Plan

B. Preferred Development Plan as compared to LCA No New Generation
Development Plan

LCA looked at the comparison of the Preferred Development Plan to the LCA No New
Generation Development Plan for two water flow sequences: the water flow sequence
starting at 1912 and the water flow sequence starting at 1941. These are the flow
sequences in which the difference between net revenue NPV for the PD? and the LCA
No New Generation Development Plan is the largest and the smallest The maximum
difference is $1.66? billion for the flow sequence beginning in 1941 and the minimum
difference is $1.151 billion. This means the swing between the difference between the
PDP and the LCA No New Generation Development Plan is $1,488 plus $179 or minus
$337 million on an NPV basis over the first 34 years of the study period.

Lining up the water flow sequence starting at 1912 with the first 34 years of the analysis
yielded the lowest difference in net revenue NPV between the PDP and the LCA
No New Generation Development Plan. This is the flow sequence in which the No
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NPV Difference = $1.151 Billion, Start at Water Year 1912

Figure 5-il shows the water years sequence with the maximum difference between the
PDP and the LCA No New Generation Development Plan. This is the water flow
sequence in which the PD? performs the best relative to the LCA No New Generation
Development Plan. The graph shows that the water flow sequence starting in 1941 is a
wetter than average sequence. The PDP performs better than the LCA No New
Generation Plan over a wet sequence because the PD? has more hydropower.

La Capra Associates. Inc.
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New Generation Development Plan performs the best relative to the PDP. This is
shown in Figure 540 below.

Figure 510 shows that the water flow sequence starting in 1912 is a sequence
average flow years. Given that the PDP contains Keeyask and Conawapa and
No New Generation Plan does not, the LCA No New Generation Plan
relatively better during dry periods than the more hydropower-focused PDP.
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Figure 5-11: Maximum Net Revenue NPV Difference Preferred - LCA No New
Generation

NPV Difference = $1667 Billion, Start at Water Year 1941

Figure 5-12 does a direct comparison of the maximum and minimum NPV differences
of the two water sequences shown in Figure 5-10 and Figure 5-11. The majority of the
difference comes at the end of the SPLASH study period after Conawapa is addcd to
the PDP and the transmission is added to the LCA No New Generation case.
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Figure 5-12: Annual 34-year Net Revenue Difference for Maximum and Minimum
Net Revenue Difference: Preferred Development Plan minus LCA No New

Generation Development Plan

C. All Gas Development Plan Compared to the All CCGT Development Plan

LCA compared the All Gas Plan to the All CCGT Plan for two water flow sequences: the
water flow sequence starting at 1935 and the water flow sequence starting at 1966.
These are the flow sequences in which the difference between net revenue NPV for the
All Gas Development Plan and the All CCGT Development Plan is the largest and the
smallest. The maximum difference is - $444 Million for the flow sequence beginning in
1966 and the minimum difference is - $168 Million. This means the swing between the
difference between the All Gas Development Plan and the All CCGT Development Plan
is $318 plus $126 or minus $150 Million on an NPV basis over the first 34 years of the
study period.

Lining up the water flow sequence starting at 1935 with the first 34 years of the analysis
yielded the lowest difference in net revenue NPV between the All Gas Development
Plan and the All CCGT Development Plan. This is the flow sequence in which the All
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Gas Development Plan performs the best relative to the All CCGT Development Plan.
This is shown in Figure 5-13 below.

Figure 5-13 shows that the water flow sequence starting in 1935 is a sequence of below
average flow years in the beginning of the study period and above average flows
starting around 2025. Given that the All Gas and All CCGT Plans are identical for the
early years of the plans, the wetter flow years corresponding with study years 2025 and
beyond are driving the relative advantage of the All Gas Plan verses the All CCGT Plan
as the CCGT generation is of limited advantage during above average water conditions.
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Figure 5-13: Minimum 34 year Net Revenue NPV Difference All Gas - All CCGT

NPV Difference =- $0.168 Billion, Start at Water Year 1935

Figure 5-14 shows that dry years are to the advantage of the All CCGT Plan over the All
Gas Plan. The more efficient gas generation fleet of the All CCGT plan runs during the
dry period, therefore reducing costs for the All CCGT Plan. This result illustrates the
better dry period hedging performance of the plan with more CCGT capacity.
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Figure 5-14: Maximum 34-year Net Revenue NPV Difference All Gas - All CCGT

NPV Difference = - $O.444 Billion, Start at Water Year 1966

Figure 5-15 does a direct comparison of the annual net revenue difference between the
All Gas Development Plan and the All CCGT Development Plan water sequences
shown in Figure 5-13 and Figure 5-14. In this case the maximum NPV difference is a
negative number and the graph shows how the additional costs experienced by the All
Gas Development Plan during the dry periods drive the differences in NPVs.
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Figure 5-15: Annual Net Revenue Difference for Maximum and Minimum Net
Revenue Difference: All Gas Development Plan minus All CCGT Development Plan

LCA took the worst case water sequences for the PDP verses the All Gas Plan and the
LCA No New Generation Plan and entered the net revenue figures for these sequences
into MH economic model. These were the water year sequences when the difference
between the PDP and the All Gas and LCA No New Generation Plans were the
smallest. These were the water year sequences which were the worst for the POP verses
the other two development plans. This was for the flow sequences starting in 2007 and
1912. The impact on the PDP 78-year NPV was -$777 Million for the water year
sequence starting in 1912 and -$208 Million for the water year sequence beginning in
2007. Unlike the net revenue NPV’s discussed above, these figures include fixed costs
associated with each plan in addition to the net revenue. These results are shown below
in Figure 5-16.
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First Water Year in Sequence 78-year NPV Using Difference from Average Water
Water Year Sequence Years NPV

1912 $(3699) $(777)
2007 $(3,130) $(208)

Figure 5-16: Impact of Worse Case Water Year Sequence on Preferred Development
Plan 78-year NPV

D. Impact of 1929-1942 Drought on Development Plan NPV

LCA has also calculated the impact of the worst case water sequence on the PDP, the
All Gas Development Plan and the LCA No New Generation Plan. The worst case
water sequence modeled is the 1929-1942 drought specified by the PUB in Board Order
5-12 discussed above timed to start in 2025, the first year Conawapa would be online in
the PDP. We have modeled this two ways, first with just the 1929-1942 drought
SPLASH data inserted in the economic model starting in 2025, with average water year
data used for the other years and second with the water sequence that results in the
1929-1942 drought beginning in 2025, but including all of the SPLASH data from the
first years of this sequence in the first 34 years of the economic model. In all cases, the
average water year data is used for years 2048 and beyond. The results of this analysis
are shown in the table below. As with Figure 5-16, the results in Figure 5-17 include all
fixed costs for each plan in addition to the net revenue results from SPLASH or average
water years.
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Preferred All Gas LCA No New Generation
Average Water Years $(2,921) $(4,61 7) $(3,197)
1929-1942 Drought Starting in 2025, entire 34 Year ((3 855’ (15 348’ $‘3 918
SPLASH Water Sequence Included ‘4” ‘4” •

1929-1942 Drought Starting in 2025. Average ((4 410’ (15 848’ $‘4 361
Water Years for Remaining Years “ I “~ • ‘ I

Difference from Average Water Years NPV
1929-1942 Drought Starting in 2025, entire 34 Year (1934~ ~731’ $‘721
SPLASH Water Sequence Included 4” ‘ ‘4”
1929-1942 Drought Starting in 2025, Average ~1489) $(1231) $(1164)
Water Years for Remainin Years

Figure 5-17: 78 -year NPV of Key Development Plans with 1929-1942 Drought

Figure 5-17 shows that the NPV of the LCA No New Generation Development Plan is
about $276 Million less than the PDP under average conditions, but inserting the 1929-
1942 drought starting at 2025 would change this so that the LCA No New Generation
Development Plan has art NPV about $50 million greater than the PDP. The PDP has a
higher NPV than the AU Gas Development Plan with and without the drought sequence
inserted.

Figure 5-18, Figure 5-19, Figure 5-20, show the cumulative NPV (CPV) of the three
scenarios for average conditions and the two drought scenarios included in Figure 5-17.
Under average conditions, it takes until 2054 and 2075 for the PEW CPV to exceed that
of the AU Gas and LCA No New Generation Development Plans. The figures below
show that that crossover point moves to 2056 and 2086 for the entire water sequence
containing the 1929-1942 drought. Figure 5-20 shows that the LCA No New Generation
Development Plan never has a lower CPV than the PDP if the 1929-1942 drought is
inserted in the economic model, with average data for all other years and that the All
Gas Development Plan crossover point moves to 2057. The figures include all plan
fixed and variable costs.
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